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Abstract

Multiple non-resonance fluorescence lines of water (H2O) were detected in Comet 153/P Ikeya–Zhang (2002 C1) between UT 2002 M
21.9 (Rh = 0.51 AU) and April 13.9 (Rh = 0.78 AU), using the Cryogenic Echelle Spectrometer (CSHELL) at the NASA Infrared Teles
Facility. Analysis of 2.9-µm water lines enabled accurate determination of rotational temperatures on three dates. The derived H2O rotational
temperatures were 138+6

−5, 141+10
−9 , and 94± 3 K on UT 2002 March 22.0, March 23.0, and April 13.8, respectively. Water production

were retrieved from spectral lines measured in nineteen separate grating settings over seven observing periods. The derived

dependence of the water production rate wasQ= (9.2± 1.1)× 1028[R(−3.21±0.26)
h

] molecules s−1. The spatial distribution of H2O in the
coma was consistent with its release directly from the nucleus (as a native source) on all dates.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Water is the dominant ice in most (perhaps all) com
and its sublimation controls the release of other volat
within 3–4 AU of the Sun. For this reason, the volatile ac
ity of a comet and the abundances of minor species are
expressed relative to H2O production. At greater distance
more volatile species such as CO may control a com
activity (Senay and Jewitt, 1994; Crovisier et al., 19
Biver et al., 1996), and water is then likely released prima
from a distributed source of icy grains (A’Hearn et al., 198
An accurate determination of cometary water abundanc
key to understanding the volatile fraction in comets.

Water production rates in comets can be inferred thro
detection of its photodissociation products. However, th
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can also be produced from other parents, and all ind
methods require modeling assumptions to relate the
duction of the measured species to that of water. Altho
detection of vibrational and rotational emission from w
ter vapor in comets is readily achieved at airborne altitu
(Mumma et al., 1986) and from space (Combes et al., 1
Crovisier et al., 1997, 1999; Chiu et al., 2001; Lecach
et al., 2003), airborne observatories present limited obs
ing opportunities while space observatories have limited
times and usually are subject to sun-avoidance constra
For these reasons, a general method for direct detectio
water from the ground is highly desirable. Ground-ba
searches for H2O at radio wavelengths have generally n
been successful. The 616–523 rotational line of water atλ=
1.35 cm was marginally detected in Comet Hale–Bopp fr
the ground (Bird et al., 1999). However, this single transit
is very weak, and it is also sensitive to the assumed ex
tion temperature, making the production rate determina
uncertain.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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At present, targeting water lines from the ground at
frared wavelengths is the best direct method for constrai
water production rates, since in general multiple lines ca
observed. Severe extinction by atmospheric water make
tection of cometary H2O emissions in the fundamental ban
problematic from ground-based observatories—these st
transitions terminate in the ground vibrational level wh
is highly populated in Earth’s atmosphere, causing abs
tion of the incident photons. To avoid such extinction,
target lines in the weaker non-resonance fluorescence b
(hot-bands). Direct absorption of sunlight excites molecu
from the lowest vibrational level (000) to a higher vibr
tional level, followed by cascade into an intermediate le
that is not significantly populated in the atmosphere (C
visier, 1984; Mumma et al., 1995; Dello Russo et al., 200
The terrestrial atmosphere is generally transparent to t
cometary water emissions, and no specific Doppler-shi
needed to observe these hot-band lines.

The first ground-based detections of H2O in comets were
obtained in C/1991 T2 Shoemaker–Levy and 6P/d’Arr
and in C/1996 B2 Hyakutake using theν1 + ν2 + ν3 − ν1
(111–100) and 2ν2 + ν3 − ν2 (021–010) vibrational hot
bands near 2-µm (Mumma et al., 1995, 1996; Dello Ru
et al., 2002a). A survey of the (1–0) band of CO near 4.7
in Hyakutake revealed new strong emissions that were i
tified as non-resonance fluorescence from theν1 − ν2 (100–
010) andν3 − ν2 (001–010) hot-bands of H2O (Mumma
et al., 1996; Dello Russo et al., 2002a). Since H2O and
CO can be sampled simultaneously near 4.7-µm, these
bands have been preferentially targeted to determine w
production rates in recent comets (e.g., C/1995 O1 H
Bopp (Weaver et al., 1999a; Dello Russo et al., 200
21P/Giacobini–Zinner (Weaver et al., 1999b; Mumma et
2000), C/1999 H1 Lee (Mumma et al., 2001a), and C/1
S4 LINEAR (Mumma et al., 2001b)). The detection a
quantification of water production in comets is now routin
accomplished through high-resolution infrared spectrosc
at ground-based observatories.

Although the 2, 4.7, and 5-µm spectral regions h
been important for studying H2O production in comets
other spectral regions also contain water hot-bands.
band emission from H2O was first detected near 2.66 µ
in high-dispersion airborne infrared spectra of Comet H
ley (Weaver et al., 1986) and in Comet C/1986 P1 Wils
(Larson et al., 1989). Later, hot-band lines were detecte
Comets Hale–Bopp and 103P/Hartley 2 with ISO (Crovis
et al., 1997, 1999). Ground-based infrared observation
Comets Halley and Wilson indicated the presence of
cess flux near 2.8-µm that was not due to water fundame
bands (Tokunaga et al., 1987; Brooke et al., 1989). It
later surmised that lines from water hot-bands could sig
cantly contribute to this feature (Bockelée-Morvan and C
visier, 1989). The presence of water hot-band emission in
2.9–3.0-µm region was confirmed in high-dispersion spe
of Comet C/1999 H1 Lee and later comets (cf. Magee-Sa
et al., 2000).
-

s

-
r

l

Here, we report a detailed study of water production
release in Comet 153P/Ikeya–Zhang (C/2002 C1; here
Ikeya–Zhang). Preliminary results for water production ra
in Ikeya–Zhang on UT April 13.8 were reported by De
Russo et al. (2002b). In addition to water hot-band lines n
4.7 and 5.0-µm, we detected emission lines from at l
four hot-bands near 2.9-µm. We developed temperat
dependent fluorescence models for seven hot-bands nea
µm and applied them to this data set, enabling the accu
determination of H2O rotational temperatures and produ
tion rates in Comet Ikeya–Zhang.

2. Observations and data analysis

We observed Comet Ikeya–Zhang with the cryoge
echelle spectrometer (CSHELL) at the NASA Infrared Te
scope Facility on Mauna Kea, Hawaii (Greene et al., 19
Multiple ro-vibrational lines from at least six water ho
bands were detected during seven observing periods
tween UT 2002 March 21.9 (Rh = 0.51 AU) and April 13.9
(Rh = 0.78 AU) (Table 1).

CSHELL has a 256× 256 pixel InSb array detector wit
a pixel size of 0.2′′ × 0.2′′, and provides spatial coverag
along the 30′′ long slit which we oriented east–west. A 1′′
wide slit was used for our comet observations leading
a spectral resolving powerν/∆ν ∼ 2 × 104. At each grat-
ing setting, cometary data were acquired using a sequ
of four scans (source, sky, sky, source). For sky spectra
telescope was nodded either on or off the chip, providing
cancellation via pixel-by-pixel subtraction (Table 1). For o
chip nodding, the source frame is centered on the come
the sky frame is nodded 2 arc-min perpendicular to the

Table 1
Log of Comet Ikeya–Zhang H2O observations

Settinga UT date UT time Rh ∆ ∆-dot Time on Nodb

2002 (AU) (AU) (km s−1) source (s)

2149.3 21 Mar 20:38 0.5117 0.7632 −32.24 240 off
3452.3 22 Mar 00:31 0.5123 0.7602 −31.77 120 off
2137.7 22 Mar 00:40 0.5123 0.7601 −31.75 120 off
2149.3 22 Mar 20:34 0.5155 0.7450 −31.58 60 off
2004.9 22 Mar 21:03 0.5156 0.7446 −31.53 120 off
3452.3 23 Mar 00:17 0.5162 0.7422 −31.12 120 off
2153.1 27 Mar 19:35 0.5492 0.6609 −27.60 60 off
2153.1 10 Apr 18:29 0.7315 0.4905 −15.49 240 on
2153.1 10 Apr 18:38 0.7316 0.4905 −15.48 120 off
2137.7 10 Apr 19:10 0.7320 0.4903 −15.43 480 on
2153.4 11 Apr 19:50 0.7482 0.4815 −14.57 240 on
2153.4 11 Apr 21:32 0.7493 0.4805 −14.30 240 on
2152.9 11 Apr 21:52 0.7495 0.4804 −14.27 240 on
2152.9 12 Apr 17:48 0.7628 0.4740 −13.98 240 on
2137.7 12 Apr 21:25 0.7645 0.4728 −13.63 240 on
2152.9 12 Apr 21:48 0.7655 0.4727 −13.59 240 on
2152.9 13 Apr 17:33 0.7787 0.4663 −13.22 240 on
3452.3 13 Apr 18:45 0.7795 0.4659 −13.12 480 on
2137.7 13 Apr 20:10 0.7805 0.4655 −12.98 240 on

a Central wavenumber (cm−1) of the grating setting.
b The telescope nod, either on- or off-chip (see text).
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For on-chip nodding, the source and sky frames are ta
in positions approximately one-quarter the distance from
top and bottom of the slit respectively (15′′ nod along the
slit). On-chip nodding allows more time on source to
obtained at the expense of spatial coverage. Flat-fields
dark frames were obtained following each scan seque
For each grating setting, spectra of infrared standard
were obtained through a 4′′ wide slit for absolute flux cali
bration of the comet spectra.

All observations occurred during daylight when
mospheric seeing is generally poorer and more varia
and tracking non-sidereal objects is more difficult compa
to night-time observations since the autoguiding capab
of the telescope is not usable. Images of the comet w
taken before and after each sequence of scans throu
circular variable filter to assess cometary drift and to
date telescope-tracking rates as needed. De-focusing
occur if sunlight strikes the telescope structure, so the fo
was also checked and updated regularly using a star
to the comet. Seeing, drift, and de-focusing all affect
measured point-spread-function (PSF) of an object. For
observations, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
stellar PSF was typically∼ 1′′–2′′ and was generally var
able within a single observing period.

The data were processed using algorithms specifically
lored to our comet observations. Application of these
been described in detail elsewhere (Dello Russo et al., 1
2000, 2001; Magee-Sauer et al., 1999; DiSanti et al., 20
Initial processing included flat-fielding and removal of hi
dark current pixels and cosmic ray hits. Spectral frames w
registered such that the spectral dimension fell along r
and the spatial dimension along columns. Spectra can
be extracted over any desired spatial extent and pos
along the slit (Figs. 1, 2). Atmospheric models were obtai
using the Spectrum Synthesis Program (SSP) (Kunde
Maguire, 1974) which accesses the HITRAN-1992 Mol
ular Data Base (Rothman et al., 1992). SSP models w
used to assign wavelength scales to the extracted sp
and to establish absolute column burdens for each signifi
absorbing species in the terrestrial atmosphere. The (f
resolved) model was binned to the instrumental samp
interval, convolved to the resolution of the comet spectr
and normalized to the cometary continuum (Figs. 1, 2).

Volatile emission features were separated from the c
tinuum by subtracting the normalized atmospheric mo
from the comet spectrum row-by-row, yielding the n
cometary molecular emissions still convolved with the
mospheric transmittance function (Fig. 2). The true line fl
(Fline) incident at the top of the terrestrial atmosphere w
determined from the observed flux by correcting for
monochromatic transmittance at the Doppler-shifted line
sition (obtained from the fully-resolved SSP model). T
IRTF policy allowing daytime observations, the high sp
tral resolving power of CSHELL, and the favorable app
tion of Comet Ikeya–Zhang, allowed detections of multi
water lines from at least six different hot-bands (Figs. 1,
.

a

n

,

,
t

Fig. 1. Detection of 4.7 and 5.0-µm hot-band lines in Comet Ikeya–Zh
(A) UT 2002 March 21, 20:38. (B) UT 2002 March 22, 00:4
(C) UT 2002 March 22, 21:03. Flux-calibrated spectral extracts 1′′ × 3′′
(5 columns× 15 rows) of Comet Ikeya–Zhang centered on the pea
the gas emission (solid curves). Cometary emission lines are clearly
above the optimized atmospheric model spectrum (dashed curves).
emissions are numbered and indicated by arrows. The labeled emissio
identified as follows: 1. H2O ν3 − ν2 (111–110), 2. CO (1–0) R1, 3. H2O
ν1 − ν2 (221–110), 4. CO (1–0) R0, 5. H2O ν3 − ν2 (212–211), 6. CO (1–0)
P1, 7. H2Oν3−ν2 (000–101 and 322–321), 8. CO (1–0) P2 and H2O ν1−ν2
(404–313), 9. CN (1–0) P9, 10. H2O ν1 − ν2 (101–212), 11. H2O ν1 − ν2
(212–303) and CN P10.

3. Determination of the spatial distribution of H2O

The high spectral and spatial resolution afforded
CSHELL provided an opportunity to measure the spa
distribution of H2O and dust in the coma of Comet Ikey
Zhang. The distribution of a species in the coma (along
slit, in our case) is termed its spatial profile (Fig. 3). The
atively close approach of Ikeya–Zhang to Earth during
observations (Table 1) allowed the distribution of H2O in
its coma to be sampled with high spatial resolution (e
arc-second represented∼ 550 (340) km at the comet on U
2002 March 21 (April 13)).

For spherically symmetric outflow at uniform veloci
the column density of a volatile (or dust) sublimed direc
from the nucleus (with no additional distributed compone
should fall off asρ−1, whereρ is the projected distanc
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Fig. 2. Detection of 2.9-µm hot-band lines in Comet Ikeya–Zhang. (A)
2002 March 22, 00:31. (B) UT 2002 April 13, 18:45. Top: Flux-calibrat
spectral extracts (1′′ × 3′′) of Comet Ikeya–Zhang centered on the pe
of the gas emission (solid curves). Cometary emissions are clearly
above the optimized atmospheric model spectrum (dashed curves).
emissions are numbered and indicated by arrows. Bottom: Flux-calib
residual spectral extracts (1′′ × 3′′) of Comet Ikeya–Zhang centered o
the peak of the gas emission (solid curves). These residuals are still
volved with the atmospheric transmittance function. The labeled emiss
are identified as follows: 1. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν1 (422–523), 2. H2O 2ν1 − ν1
(303–414), 3. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν3 (211–220), 4. H2O 2ν1 − ν1 (110–221),
5. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν1 (202–321), 6. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν3 (413–422), 7. H2O
2ν1 − ν3 (110–111), 8. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν1 (524–625), 9. H2O ν1 + ν3 − ν1
(616–717), 10. H2O ν1 +ν3−ν1 (606–707) and H2O ν1 +ν2+ν3−ν1−ν2
(515–616).

from the nucleus. This is valid as long asρ is small com-
pared to the photodissociation scale length of the specie
is the case for H2O in Ikeya–Zhang on the dates observ
The spatial profile for a species released as a distrib
source in the coma will be broader, falling off more slow
than ρ−1 (Dello Russo et al., 1998; DiSanti et al., 199
2001). However, outflow idiosyncrasies (e.g., jets), obs
ing conditions, and optical depth effects can also affect p
file shapes, causing deviations from aρ−1 distribution even
for purely native species (Dello Russo et al., 2000, 2001

Following their release from the nucleus, collisions te
to isotropize the outflowing gas more rapidly than the d
e

s

Fig. 3. Spatial profiles for H2O (solid curves) and dust (dashed curves)
Comet Ikeya–Zhang. (A) UT 2002 March 21, 20:38. (B) UT 2002 Ma
22, 00:31. (C) UT 2002 March 22, 21:03. (D) UT 2002 March 23, 00:
(E) UT 2002 March 27, 19:35. (F) UT 2002 April 10, 18:38. Aρ−1 distri-
bution (+) is also shown on each panel. The H2O profiles incorporate al
lines from a particular grating setting. The slit was oriented east–wes
all dates. The direction of the Sun with respect to the comet is indicate
each figure.

(Xie and Mumma, 1996). So, in general, asymmetries in s
tial profiles are more severe for dust than for parent volat
Spatial profiles for H2O and simultaneously sampled du
are compared in Fig. 3 for different dates. The spatial pro
for water on all dates are very symmetric and closely foll
aρ−1 distribution beyond the seeing-affected region (wit
∼ 500–1000 km from the peak of the water emission), wh
the simultaneously sampled dust shows significant asym
tries characterized by enhanced dust outflow in the sunw
direction (Fig. 3). Comparison of the spatial profiles a
shows that the peak of the dust emission was spatially o
from the peak of H2O emission between UT March 21.9
23.0 (Figs. 3A–3D). Analysis of the spatial profiles indica
that most (if not all) water was released directly from the
cleus in Comet Ikeya–Zhang.

4. Development of H2O hot-band fluorescence models

In hot-band fluorescence, direct absorption of solar p
tons excites molecules from the ground vibrational s
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(000) to a higher vibrational state, followed by cascade
an intermediate vibrational state. In order to determineg-
factors one needs to know:

(1) the initial population of rotational levels in the grou
vibrational state;

(2) the pumping (and cascade) rates into individual r
tional levels in the upper vibrational state of interest; a

(3) the rotational and vibrational branching ratios for
emitted lines.

Fluorescence models have been developed to determig-
factors as a function of temperature for ro-vibrational lin
in eleven H2O hot-bands (seven in the 2.9-µm region).

We illustrate the calculation of line-by-lineg-factors, by
considering the specific case of theν1 + ν3 − ν1 (101–100)
hot-band. We assume that the initial population distri
tion among rotational levels in the ground vibrational st
is thermalized, i.e., is described by a Boltzmann distri
tion at a given temperature (the population of higher vib
tional states is assumed to be negligible). The validity
this assumption is investigated in Appendix A. Pump ra
from the ground to excited vibrational states were ca
lated from the solar flux at each wavelength using abs
tion coefficients taken from (Partridge and Schwenke, 19
Schwenke and Partridge, 2000; Schermaul et al., 2001).
cade from the 200 level was treated differently (see belo

An energy level diagram with some of the radiative tr
sitions considered is shown in Fig. 4. The branching ra
for individual lines were obtained from band strengths
the vibrational Einstein A coefficients (see, e.g., Crovis
1984). Information on pump and cascade rates into the u
vibrational level, and vibrational branching ratios betwe
the upper and lower vibrational levels are given in Tabl
for all bands of interest. The relative contributions of casc
and direct pumping for an individual upper level can v
greatly. For example, one level (100) is populated mainly
cascade, while the 101 vibrational level is primarily po
lated via direct pumping from the ground (000) state w
only a minor contribution (∼ 1%) by cascade from highe
vibrational levels such as 111 (Fig. 4, Table 2).
-

r

Fig. 4. Schematic showing pump and cascade rates (s−1) for bands of inter-
est near 2.9-µm (200–001, 200–100, 101–100, 101–001). The solid a
indicate pump rates into the upper vibrational states, dashed arrows in
cascade rates.

Our method for determining rotational branching rat
may present the largest source of uncertainty in deve
ing water hot-band fluorescence models (see Appendix
Laboratory measurements of absorption line strengths
not generally available for upward transitions from vib
tionally excited states with energies higher thanν2 (exci-
tation energies exceed 4500 K for the next highest le
(020, 100, and 001) and it is difficult to populate the
significantly in the laboratory). Therefore, we generally
sume the vibrational modes are separable (one form o
Born approximation); in this case the transition probabili
Table 2
g-factors for water hot-bands including vibrational branching ratios and pump and cascade rates into the upper vibrational level

Vupper Vlower Pump intoVup (s−1)a Cascade intoVup (s−1)b Total intoVup (s−1)c BRvib
d gband(s−1)

ν3 ν2 2.67× 10−4 7.38× 10−6 2.74× 10−4 0.0275 7.52× 10−6

ν1 ν2 1.82× 10−5 2.31× 10−5 4.13× 10−5 0.223 9.20× 10−6

ν1 + ν3 ν3 2.37× 10−5 3.11× 10−7 2.40× 10−5 0.0351 8.43× 10−7

ν1 + ν3 ν1 2.37× 10−5 3.11× 10−7 2.40× 10−5 0.749 1.80× 10−5

ν1 + ν2 + ν3 ν1 + ν2 1.81× 10−6 2.05× 10−8 1.83× 10−6 0.553 1.01× 10−6

2ν1 ν1 2.98× 10−6 5.01× 10−7 3.48× 10−6 0.301 1.05× 10−6

2ν1 ν3 2.98× 10−6 5.01× 10−7 3.48× 10−6 0.567 1.97× 10−6

a Pump rate from the ground vibrational level (000) intoVupper.
b Cascade rate from higher vibrational levels intoVupper.
c Total contributions from pump and cascade intoVupper.
d Vibrational branching ratio fromVupperto Vlower.
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within a hot-band (e.g., 100→ 101) are the same as tho
for the corresponding fundamental band (e.g., 000→ 001).
The absorption line strengths for fundamental bands are
ulated in several places (e.g., Rothman et al. (1992)
radiative transition probabilities (Einstein A’s) are calc
lated from them in the usual way (e.g., Crovisier, 19
Weaver and Mumma, 1984). The sum of direct and c
cade pumping into a given upper level is estimated in
way. The pump rates are multiplied by branching rat
into given lower levels, yielding line-by-line temperatur
dependent fluorescenceg-factors (for more details on th
methodology see the appendix in Dello Russo et al., 200

In developing these models, we initially took the vibr
tional Einstein A coefficients for crossed transitions (a
known as difference bands for which there is a transfer of
ergy between different modes of vibration) to be negligi
(Crovisier, 1984). This is a valid assumption in general, h
ever, ro-vibrational lines from the crossed 200→ 001 tran-
sition have been seen in laboratory spectra of hot H2O and
in sunspot spectra (cf. Zobov et al., 2000). Positions for
strongest 200→ 001 ro-vibrational lines at temperatures r
evant to comets were calculated using ro-vibrational ene
level data (Tennyson et al., 2001). This calculation was c
sistent with the presence of a strong line from the 200→ 001
hot-band in Ikeya–Zhang. This identification was confirm
when multiple strong lines from the 200→ 001 hot-band
were present in the spectra of other comets within our d
base (Dello Russo et al., in preparation).

The 200 level can be pumped directly (000→ 200) or
by cascade (000→ 201→ 200). The contribution due t
cascade was obtained by evaluating the transfer of inte
ties from the correspondingν3 fundamental band (Fig. 4
Table 2). Direct pump rates for 000→ 200 and vibrationa
branching ratios for the 200→ 100 and 200→ 001 hot-
bands were determined (Fig. 4, Table 2). Einstein A
efficients for 200→ 100 and 200→ 001 transitions were
computed using first principles variational nuclear mot
calculations. Energy levels and wavefunctions were ca
lated using program DVR3D (Tennyson et al., 2003) and
recent, spectroscopically-determined, potential energy
face of Shirin et al. (2003). Einstein A coefficients were th
calculated using these wavefunctions and the ab initio di
surface of Lynas-Gray et al. (in preparation). These calc
tions used very highly converged wavefunctions as they
part of a much more extensive study designed for mode
the spectrum of hot water. The full calculations will be
ported elsewhere.

5. Determination of H2O rotational temperatures

Knowledge of the rotational temperature is needed to
termine total production rates from individual line inten
ties. Conversely, the temperature dependence ofg-factors for
individual ro-vibrational lines (gline) is needed to obtain a
effective rotational temperature from the measured line
tensities (Table 3). We first assume that a single rotatio
-

Table 3
Log of detected water lines

H2O band H2O ν rest Eu −Eu(000) g100 K
a g120 K

a g150 K
a

line (cm−1) (cm−1) 10−8 s−1 10−8 s−1 10−8 s−1

100–010 212–303 2003.00 79.50 22.1 20.6 18.4
100–010 101–212 2003.39 23.79 41.7 36.0 29.5
001–010 322–321 2137.33 206.30 6.84 8.06 9.12
001–010 000–101 2137.37 0.00 48.7 39.5 30.2
001–010 212–211 2139.92 79.50 5.00 4.59 4.02
100–010 221–110 2148.19 134.90 14.2 14.5 14.4
001–010 111–110 2151.19 37.14 45.4 39.8 33.0
111–110 515–616 3448.72 326.63 0.94 1.28 1.68
101–100 606–707 3448.74 446.70 4.79 8.26 13.7
101–100 616–717 3448.83 447.25 1.58 2.73 4.55
101–100 524–625 3449.38 416.21 4.74 7.78 12.3
200–001 110–111 3450.29 42.37 10.2 8.87 7.35
101–100 202–321 3453.15 70.09 6.93 6.07 5.08
200–100 110–221 3453.30 42.37 7.27 6.31 5.23
101–001 211–220 3454.69 95.18 4.60 4.16 3.59
200–100 303–414 3455.98 136.76 4.03 4.14 4.07
101–100 422–523 3456.45 315.78 7.31 9.67 12.4

a Line g-factors derived at the indicated rotational temperature.
ortho-to-para ratio (OPR) is assumed to be 3.0.

temperature characterizes all rotational levels in the gro
vibrational state. We then estimate the rotational temp
ture (Trot) in the ground vibrational state by comparing t
transmittance-corrected H2O line fluxes (Fline) with their
calculatedg-factors, using all measured lines within a gr
ing setting. Theseg-factors vary with rotational temperatur
The measured line fluxes reflect the populations of the r
tional levels in the upper vibrational state (that in turn refl
the temperature-dependent distribution in the ground st
In general, a single upper state rotational level is pum
from several different levels in the ground vibrational sta
The average energy of these lower state levels (weighte
their relative contributions to the upper state population)
proximates the energy of the upper state (Eu−Eu(000)) that
they are populating. At the correct rotational temperat
Fline/gline should be independent of (Eu−Eu(000)). For this
reason, the retrieved rotational temperature is most acc
when a wide range of rotational energy states are samp

It is difficult to determineTrot from hot-band lines nea
4.7 and 5.0-µm alone, since only two strong hot-bands
in this region and they provide only a limited number
lines within a single grating setting (Fig. 1). Thus, seve
grating settings are needed to sample a sufficient numb
lines, introducing errors associated with relative flux c
bration among different grating settings. In addition, ma
of the strong lines haveg-factors that vary similarly with
temperature (the transitions are pumped from states
similar lower state rotational energies), while other lines b
ter suited for a rotational temperature analysis are often
weak, or are accidentally coincident with telluric abso
tion features. As a result, rotational temperatures are m
difficult to constrain in this spectral region, causing larg
uncertainties in the retrieved values.

To avoid this problem we target water hot-band lin
near 2.9-µm. This region contains several strong water
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bands, enabling lines with a wide range of upper state r
tional energies to be sampled within a single grating set
(Fig. 2, Table 3). This allows a more accurate determina
of rotational temperature. To illustrate this point, we co
pared the observed residuals of Comet Ikeya–Zhang (s
ing molecular emissions) on two dates with our synth
H2O models multiplied by the atmospheric transmittanc
each Doppler-shifted line frequency and convolved to the
proximate resolution of the cometary spectra (Fig. 5).

Also, as mentioned above, the ratio of line fluxes to l
g-factors (Fline/gline) should remain constant over a ran
of upper state rotational energies at the correct rotati
temperature, if a single rotational temperature applies to
ground vibrational level. It is convenient to show the ra

Fig. 5. Comparison of Ikeya–Zhang spectral extracts to model predic
for H2O at various rotational temperatures. Residual spectral extracts
convolved with the atmospheric transmittance function) are compare
synthetic H2O spectra based on fluorescence models developed for s
hot-bands. The comet residuals are 1′′ × 3′′ extracts centered on the pe
of the H2O emission. The synthetic H2O spectra are multiplied by th
atmospheric transmittance at each Doppler-shifted line frequency and
volved to the approximate resolution of the cometary spectra. (A) Sp
from top to bottom: 1. Synthetic H2O spectrum at 90 K. 2. Synthetic H2O
spectrum at 138 K (derived rotational temperature in Ikeya–Zhang on
date). 3. Residual Ikeya–Zhang spectrum on UT 2002 March 22, 0
4. Synthetic H2O spectrum at 190 K. (B) Spectra from top to botto
1. Synthetic H2O spectrum at 50 K. 2. Synthetic H2O spectrum at 94 K
(derived rotational temperature in Ikeya–Zhang on this date). 3. Res
Ikeya–Zhang spectrum on UT 2002 April 13, 18:45. 4. Synthetic H2O spec-
trum at 150 K.
-

of Fline/gline as a function of upper state rotational ene
(Eu − Eu(000), whereEu(000) represents the lowest lyin
rotational level in the upper state) (Fig. 6). In a strict sen

Fig. 6. Rotational temperature analysis for H2O in Comet Ikeya–Zhang fo
the three dates that a rotational temperature was measured using li
2.9-µm. The scaled ratio of the transmittance-corrected line flux (Fline)
to the line g-factor (gline) is shown vs. upper state rotational ener
(Eu − Eu(000)). The lines and fluxes used in the analysis are listed
Table 4 on the appropriate UT date and time. The upper state rota
energies andg-factors as a function of temperature for the 2.9-µm li
used in the analysis are listed in Table 3. Blended lines display hor
tal error bars representing the range in upper state energies sample
emission feature is the result of a blend of 3 lines (see Table 3, and
9 and 10 in Fig. 2), however horizontal error bars do not include the u
state rotational energy of the H2O ν1 + ν2 + ν3 − ν1 − ν2 (515–616) line
(Eu = 326.63 cm−1) since it contributes only∼ 8–10% to the total flux
of the blended feature (see Table 3). Vertical error bars represent the
mated errors inFline within a 1′′ × 3′′ aperture centered on the peak of t
H2O emission. The ratioFline/gline should be constant over a range of u
per state rotational energies at the correct rotational temperature (x ’s). For
a model rotational temperature that is too low, the ratioFline/gline should
increase with increasing upper state energy (diamonds). For a mode
tional temperature that is too high, the ratioFline/gline should decrease wit
increasing upper state energy (circles). The ratioFline/gline is multiplied
by a constant so that the scaledFline/gline = 1 for the blended emissio
2ν1 − ν1 (110–221), ν1 + ν3 − ν1 (202–321). We note that the 101–10
422–523 line (Eu −Eu(000)= 315.78 cm−1) was not used in the determ
nation of rotational temperatures since it is suspected to be blended w
unknown emission feature (see text).
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one should show the ratio ofFline/gline as a function of the
weighted average of rotational energies in the lower st
however this is less straightforward and makes no sig
cant difference in the retrieved rotational temperatures.
playing the data as in Fig. 6 permits visual identification
systematic differences while also enhancing evaluatio
individual spectral lines. Upper state rotational energies
relevant lines are given in Table 3.

Using hot-band lines at 2.9-µm we were able to
rive H2O rotational temperatures on three dates. All lin
at 2.9-µm were used in this analysis except the 1
100 422–523 line at rest frequency 3456.45 cm−1 (Eu −
Eu(000) = 315.78 cm−1) because it is suspected to
blended with an unknown emission feature (see Discus
and Appendix A). The derived rotational temperatures
138+6

−5, 141+10
−9 , and 94± 3 K for UT March 22.0, March

23.0, and April 13.8, respectively (Table 4, Figs. 5, 6). Th
rotational temperatures (with 1σ errors) were derived from
lines within a single grating setting, andFline was deter-
mined within a 1′′ × 3′′ aperture centered on the peak
the water emission (Table 4). We note that the derived r
tional temperature should be considered an average ove
aperture, since it is possible that the temperature was
uniform in this region (although within the sensitivity of o
Table 4
Water hot-band lines detected in Comet Ikeya–Zhang

H2O band H2O line ν rest (cm−1) UT date 2002 F1
a F2

b Trot
c QH2O

d

100–010 221–110 2148.19 3/21 20:38 280 158 138f 6.74± 0.94
001–010 111–110 2151.19 725 408 7.14± 0.39
101–100 606–707 3448.72


 3/22 00:31

111–110 515–616 3448.74 591 300 138+6
−5 8.12± 0.69

101–100 616–717 3448.83
101–100 524–625 3449.38 290 153 6.41± 0.94
200–001 110–111 3450.29 245 167 7.22± 0.99
101–100 202–321 3453.15

]
200–100 110–221 3453.30

374 187 7.88± 0.92

101–001 211–220 3454.69 124 107 7.58± 1.98
200–100 303–414 3455.98 156 118 8.8± 2.7
101–100 422–523 3456.45 745 514 15.2± 1.1g

001–010 322–321 2137.33
]

3/22 00:40
001–010 000–101 2137.37

720 488 138f 7.05± 0.41

001–010 212–211 2139.92 107 51 7.4± 2.0
100–010 221–110 2148.19 3/22 20:34 215 274 138f 11.4± 2.0
001–010 111–110 2151.19 613 438 7.49± 0.58
100–010 212–303 2003.00 3/22 21:03 e e 138f e

100–010 101–212 2003.39 796 462 9.39± 0.70
101–100 606–707 3448.72


 3/23 00:17

111–110 515–616 3448.74 876 528 141+10
−9 10.98± 0.58

101–100 616–717 3448.83
101–100 524–625 3449.38 438 271 8.87± 0.69
200–001 110–111 3450.29 349 244 10.02± 0.90
101–100 202–321 3453.15

]
200–100 110–221 3453.30

541 280 11.08± 0.87

101–001 211–220 3454.69 106 63 6.27± 1.32
200–100 303–414 3455.98 347 201 18.7± 2.7
101–100 422–523 3456.45 994 530 18.9± 0.9g

001–010 111–110 2151.19 3/27 19:35 762 465 120f 5.97± 0.53
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/10 18:29 212 113 100f 1.96± 0.14
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/10 18:38 264 171 100f 2.20± 0.25
001–010 322–321 2137.33

]
4/10 19:10

001–010 000–101 2137.37 287 134 100f 1.89± 0.16

001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/11 19:50 272 151 100f 2.56± 0.20
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/11 21:32 240 145 100f 2.62± 0.37
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/11 21:52 235 165 100f 2.82± 0.39
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/12 17:48 495 200 100f 3.61± 0.23
001–010 322–321 2137.33

]
4/12 21:25

001–010 000–101 2137.37 342 156 100f 2.36± 0.26

001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/12 21:48 303 149 100f 2.78± 0.25
001–010 111–110 2151.19 4/13 17:33 224 126 94f 2.11± 0.19
101–100 606–707 3448.72


 4/13 18:45

111–110 515–616 3448.74 62 17 94± 3 1.76± 0.51
101–100 616–717 3448.83

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

H2O band H2O line ν rest (cm−1) UT date 2002 F1
a F2

b Trot
c QH2O

d

101–100 524–625 3449.38 43 19 1.84± 0.25
200–001 110–111 3450.29 108 38 1.68± 0.09
101–100 202–321 3453.15

]
200–100 110–221 3453.30

170 61 1.89± 0.09

101–001 211–220 3454.69 46 17 1.63± 0.16
200–100 303–414 3455.98 28 12 1.17± 0.31
101–100 422–523 3456.45 105 32 2.65± 0.16g

001–010 322–321 2137.33
]

4/13 20:10
001–010 000–101 2137.37 255 90 94f 1.33± 0.19

001–010 212–211 2139.92 43 18 2.94± 0.98

a F1 is the total transmittance-corrected line flux (10−19 W m−2) in an aperture 1′′ × 3′′ (15 spatial× 5 spectral pixels) in size and centered on the pea
the water emission.

b F2 is the total transmittance-corrected line flux (10−19 W m−2) in an aperture 1′′ × 7′′ (1′′ × 4′′) in size over the range 1.5′′–8.5′′ (1.5′′–5.5′′) off the
peak of the water emission, averaged east and west for water lines in settings that were nodded off-(on-) chip (see Table 1). Water productione
determined over the same range for grating settings near 5-µm (see text).

c Rotational temperatures (K) were derived on UT March 22.0, March 23.0, and April 13.8 from the 2.9-µm water lines in an aperture 1′′ × 3′′ in size and
centered on the peak of the water emission. Rotational temperatures derived from extracts off the peak of the water emission agree within the errors
in Trot are 1σ .

d QH2O is the line-by-line water production rate (1029 molecules s−1). Calibration errors are not included.
e No line flux or production rate was determined for this line since it is blended with a CN emission.
f Assumed rotational temperature. The error inTrot is assumed to be±10 K.
g Not included in the determination ofTrot or production rates in Table 5 (see text).
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measurements there is no evidence of this). The error
the derivedTrot reflect the variance of the point-by-poi
Fline/gline from the mean (which is larger than that deriv
from individual error bars in Fig. 6). On other dates, reas
able rotational temperatures were adopted (Table 4; the
on adopted rotational temperatures is assumed to be±10 K).

The results imply that the rotational temperature
creased by about 40–50 K between UT March 22.0 (Rh =
0.51) and UT April 13.8 (Rh = 0.78 AU) (Figs. 5, 6). This is
not unexpected, since the comet was receding from the
during this period of time. A decrease inTrot with heliocen-
tric distance has been seen for several molecules in o
comets, although theRh-dependence can vary (cf. Biv
et al., 1999, 2002; Dello Russo et al., 2000; DiSanti et
2001). The formal relationship derived from our results
Ikeya–Zhang isTrot = (74± 4)[R(−0.93±0.11)

h ] K.

6. Determination of H2O production rates

The high spectral and spatial resolution afforded
CSHELL allows production rates to be determined from
tensities of strong molecular emissions measured at diffe
positions along the slit. The methodology for determin
production rates and generating “Q-curves” is discussed i
detail elsewhere (see Dello Russo et al., 1998, 2000, 2
2002a; Magee-Sauer et al., 1999, 2002a; DiSanti et al., 2
for detailed discussion and examples). A brief discussion
the case of Comet Ikeya–Zhang follows.

Assuming uniform spherical outflow, production ra
can be determined at different spatial positions along
slit. When a 1′′ × 1′′ box is stepped at 1′′ intervals along
the length of the slit, the sequence of “spherical” prod
tion rates constitutes aQ-curve. “Symmetric” production
r

r

t

,
,

rates were determined by taking the average of sphe
production rates at corresponding distances east and w
the nucleus. Production rates derived from nucleus-cen
extracts are always lower than those derived at positions
set from the nucleus due to factors including seeing, d
and telescope de-focusing (typically the flux measured
1′′ × 1′′ box centered on the nucleus is less than that
pected in the absence of these effects by about a fact
2–5). The flux is underestimated only for regions within
PSF and the symmetric production rates reach a con
(terminal) value between (typically) 1′′–2′′ from the nucleus
For H2O lines in the 4.7 and 5.0-µm region the ‘global’ pr
duction rates determined for each individual line were ta
from a weighted average of symmetric production rates o
the terminal region (Table 4). Global production rates w
determined between 1.5′′–8.5′′ from the center of the pea
of the gas emission for observations nodded off-chip,
between 1.5′′–5.5′′ from the gas emission peak for on-ch
nods (nod information on each grating setting is given in
ble 1).

For water lines near 2.9-µm, a slightly different tec
nique was used. Global production rates were determ
within a 1′′ × 3′′ extract centered on the nucleus. Since
“raw” nucleus-centered production rate underestimates
true production rate, a correction factor based on the rat
terminal to nucleus-centered production rates was app
The correction factor was determined from the ratio of
minal to nucleus-centered production rates derived from
summed H2O Q-curve (based on the spatial profile rep
senting the sum of all water lines within the grating setti
e.g., Figs. 3B, 3D). The correction factor was applied
the derived production rate for each individual line. This
assumed to be valid since all lines within a single gra
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setting will be equally affected by seeing, drift, and te
scope de-focusing. In grating settings with many lines,
technique has the advantage of sampling the region with
highest signal-to-noise ratio. Line-by-line global product
rates for 2.9-µm H2O lines are given in Table 4.

We adopt a model in which all H2O is produced at the
nucleus and is released into the coma with spherical s
metry and with uniform velocity. The production rate (Q,
molecules s−1) is calculated as follows:

(1)Q= 4π∆2Fi

giτ (hcν)f (x)
.

The geocentric distance∆ is in meters,hcν is the en-
ergy (J) of a photon with wavenumberν (cm−1), andf (x)
is the fraction of molecules expected in the sampled reg
(x being the fraction of a photodissociation scale length s
tended by the aperture radius; see appendix of Hoba
al., 1991). The photodissociation lifetimeτ (s) and lineg-
factor gi (photons s−1 molecule−1) are both calculated fo
Rh = 1 AU. The flux (W m−2) from the ith line incident
atop the terrestrial atmosphere is denotedFi .

For an aperture diameter much smaller than the des
tion scale length,f (x) ∝ (τvgas)

−1; inspection of Eq. (1)
shows that our derivedQ’s are not sensitive to the lifetim
assumed but they are sensitive to the outflow velocity. We
sumed the standard photodissociation lifetime for quiet
conditions (τH2O = 7.7× 104 s; Crovisier, 1989), and a ga
outflow velocity (vgas= 0.8R−0.5

h km s−1). This is approx-
imately the gas outflow velocity determined for C/1996
Hyakutake (Biver et al., 1999), a comet similar to Ikey
Zhang in total gas production rate.

Production rates were determined for each of the n
teen grating settings that contained H2O lines and for each
of the seven observing periods (Table 5). These produc
rates represent a weighted average ofQ’s obtained from
individual line measurements listed in Table 4. An orth
to-para ratio (OPR) could not be determined since no str
unblended para lines were sampled, so OPR= 3.0 was as-
sumed (OPR= 3.0 indicates a nuclear spin temperatu
(Tspin) � 50 K). An OPR of less than 3.0 would increa
our derived production rates (for OPR= 2.2 (Tspin∼ 25 K),
derived production rates would increase by∼ 9% on all
dates). The global H2O production rates derived for eac
individual observing period (Table 5) were generally ba
on multiple ro-vibrational lines from several different ho
bands (Table 4). The self-consistency of our data proces
algorithms and fluorescence efficiency models for H2O is
demonstrated by the general agreement among produ
rates derived from lines in different hot-bands (Table 4).

Errors were evaluated line-by-line for each date. The
certainties in global production rates for lines in the
and 5.0-µm region were determined by comparing the s
dard deviation from the mean of symmetric production ra
(over the terminal region) with the error due to photon no
and taking the higher value. For data having high (stoch
tic) signal-to-noise, the error was usually dominated by
t

Table 5
Water production rates in Comet Ikeya–Zhang by grating setting and d

UT date 2002 UT time Q Q

(1029 molecules s−1)a (1029 molecules s−1)b

21 Mar 20:38 7.08±0.79

22 Mar 00:31 7.57± 0.81 7.23± 0.46

22 Mar 00:40 7.06± 0.81
22 Mar 20:34 7.79±1.31


22 Mar 21:03 9.39± 1.17 9.14± 0.72

23 Mar 00:17 10.13± 1.28
27 Mar 19:35 5.97± 0.80 5.97± 0.80
10 Apr 18:29 1.96±0.24


10 Apr 18:38 2.20± 0.33 1.99± 0.15

10 Apr 19:10 1.89± 0.25
11 Apr 19:50 2.56±0.32


11 Apr 21:32 2.62± 0.45 2.63± 0.23

11 Apr 21:52 2.82± 0.48
12 Apr 17:48 3.61±0.43


12 Apr 21:25 2.36± 0.35 2.83± 0.35

12 Apr 21:48 2.78± 0.37
13 Apr 17:33 2.11±0.29


13 Apr 18:45 1.75± 0.19 1.77± 0.17

13 Apr 20:10 1.39± 0.34

a Water production rates determined from a weighted average of all
sampled within a grating setting. Calibration errors are included.

b Water production rates determined from a weighted average of va
obtained from each grating setting sampled during a single observin
riod.

standard deviation of the symmetric production rates o
the terminal region. This includes factors such as deviat
in the synthetic atmospheric model fit, instrumental effe
possible spatial variations in rotational temperature and
flow velocity, and other factors that cause deviations fr
our idealized gas outflow model. For the 2.9-µm lines,
uncertainties in global production rates were determined
the error due to photon noise in a 1′′ ×3′′ extract centered o
the nucleus. In addition it is estimated that∼ 10% error ex-
ists in the flux calibration of each grating setting. This er
in flux calibration is applied toQ’s obtained within a grat
ing setting as listed in Table 5. It is not applied to individu
lines in Table 4.

Our H2O production rates are shown vs. heliocentric d
tance in Fig. 7 (each point in Fig. 7 is taken from c
umn 3 in Table 5 and represents a separate grating set
A least squares fit to values obtained in our nineteen gra
settings yieldedQH2O = (9.2 ± 1.1) × 1028[R(−3.21±0.26)

h ]
molecules s−1 betweenRh = 0.51–0.78 AU post-perihelion

7. Discussion

Production rates derived from different hot-bands are
general agreement, but line-by-line values show signific
scatter (especially in the 2.9-µm region; Table 4). Some
ues appear to be systematically high or low on specific d
(e.g., 101–100 422–523 line, see below). The likely cause
this scatter is uncertainty in the branching ratios for in
vidual hot-band transitions and/or blending with unkno
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the water production rate in Comet Ikeya–Zhang w
heliocentric distanceRh. The solid vertical line represents the heliocent
distance at perihelion. The dashed line is the post-perihelion helioce

dependence,QH2O = (9.2 ± 1.1) × 1028[R(−3.21±0.26)
h

] molecules s−1,
derived from a least squares fit to our measured values (x ’s). These values
(19 measurements) are taken from the third column in Table 5.

emissions; several other potential factors were consid
but were found to be unimportant (see Appendix A). We n
consider the possible impact of deviant data points on ou
trieved rotational temperatures and production rates.

Rotational temperatures were derived on three dates
values listed in Table 4 include all lines detected at 2.9
except the 101–100 422–523 line (the analysis is illustrate
in Figs. 5 and 6). The 101–100 422–523 line displayed an un
expectedly high flux and correspondingly high product
rate on all three dates (for this lineEu −Eu(000)= 315.78
in Fig. 6 and Table 4)—its production rate differs from t
mean production rate derived from other lines by an amo
much larger than its confidence limits. Excluding this l
from the analysis decreases the 1σ error bars of the mean ro
tational temperature, but makes little difference in the m
value itself (e.g., the temperature retrieved when includ
this line on UT March 22.0, (Trot = 141+10

−9 K) is revised to

Trot = 138+6
−5 K upon its removal). This agreement demo

strates that sampling lines with a range of upper state
tational energies largely compensates for the scatter am
the data, enhancing extraction of well-constrained rotati
temperatures.

Removal of the 101–100 422–523 line from the analysis
affects theQ derived for that grating setting. For examp
on UT 00:31 March 22, inclusion of that point results in
derived production rate for that grating setting of(8.52±
1.36) × 1029 molecules s−1 compared to(7.57 ± 0.81) ×
g

1029 molecules s−1 when it is excluded (Table 5, column 3
This line was excluded from the analysis of H2O production
rates by grating setting for all dates (Table 5, column 3).
other lines listed in Table 4 were included when retriev
production rates by grating setting and date (Table 5).

8. Summary

Direct detection of water from ground-based obs
vatories has historically been problematic due to se
atmospheric extinction and low spectral resolution.
avoid this problem, we target cometary H2O lines in non-
resonance (hot-band) fluorescence, using high-resol
spectrometers such as CSHELL at the IRTF. We have tr
tionally targeted water hot-band lines near 2, 4.7, and 5-
However, determining accurate rotational temperatures f
these emissions is difficult due to a relative paucity of str
lines that span a sufficient range of lower state rotationa
ergies. Several different grating settings must be sample
constrain a rotational temperature in these spectral reg
introducing additional calibration uncertainties.

We address this problem by targeting H2O hot-band lines
near 2.9-µm. Several strong hot-bands are present in th
gion, enabling the determination of rotational tempera
from lines detected within a single grating setting. Lin
with a range of lower state rotational energies are samp
permitting the determination of accurate rotational temp
atures (Figs. 5, 6). We derived H2O rotational temperature
in Comet Ikeya–Zhang with this approach, findingTrot to be
138+6

−5, 141+10
−9 , and 94± 3 K for UT March 22.0, March

23.0, and April 13.8, respectively.
We also measured the spatial distribution of H2O and dust

in the coma of Comet Ikeya–Zhang. The spatial profiles
water on all dates are very symmetric and closely fol
a ρ−1 distribution beyond the seeing-affected region, wh
the simultaneously sampled dust shows significant asym
tries and enhanced production in the sunward-facing h
sphere (Fig. 3). Analysis of spatial profiles indicates t
most (if not all) water was released directly from the nucl
in Comet Ikeya–Zhang.

We derived H2O production rates from lines in at lea
six different hot-bands obtained in nineteen grating sett
over seven observing periods between UT 2002 March 2
April 13.9 (Tables 1, 4, 5). The self-consistency of our d
processing algorithms and fluorescence efficiency mo
for H2O is demonstrated by the general agreement am
production rates derived from lines in different hot-ban
(Table 4). A least-squares fit to values obtained in these
ing settings revealed the water production rate as a func
of heliocentric distance betweenRh = 0.51–0.78 AU post-
perihelion to be:QH2O = (9.2 ± 1.1)× 1028[R(−3.21±0.26)

h ]
molecules s−1 (Fig. 7).

Our H2O production rates can be compared to prod
tion rates inferred from the detection of its photodisso
tion products. H2O production rates also provide a basis
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comparison with other volatile species observed in Ike
Zhang (cf. Dello Russo et al., 2002b; DiSanti et al., 20
Gibb et al., 2002; Magee-Sauer et al., 2002b). Compar
of relative abundances in comets to abundances in inter
lar and nebular material may help to constrain the origin
pre-cometary ices and their processing histories.
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Appendix A

Production rates derived from different hot-bands are
general agreement, but line-by-line global production ra
show scatter. We now examine several potential cause
this.

A.1. Optical depth effects in the ro-vibrational transitions

The apparent production rate will be reduced when
medium becomes optically thick for ro-vibrational tran
tions, and this effect may become important close to
nucleus. However, we now show that optical depth effe
for ro-vibrational transitions do not affect our derived H2O
rotational temperatures and production rates. We app
mate the cometary gas as a population at rest relative to
nucleus (no net outflow) since this represents the worst
(over-estimates the optical depth); velocity dispersion al
the line-of-sight leads to reduced optical depths.

In the pump from the ground vibrational level,δA(λ) is
the optical depth at wavelengthλ for absorption of a photon
and can be expressedδA(λ)=K0N , whereK0 is the absorp-
tion coefficient at line center (cm2 molecule−1) andN is the
column density of absorbers (molecules cm−2). We assume
that opacity effects in the pump dominate (so opacity in
cascade is neglected). The absorption coefficient at line
ter is (Pugh and Rao, 1976)

(A.1)K0 = (Sline/∆νD)(ln2/π)1/2,
-

r

-

whereSline is the line strength (cm molecule−1). The Doppler
line width (∆νD , cm−1) is

(A.2)∆νD = 3.58× 10−7(ν0)(T /M)
1/2,

whereν0 is the line center frequency for the pumping tra
sition (cm−1), T is the gas temperature (K), andM is the
molecular weight (g mol−1) of the absorbing gas. The op
tical depth at line center is defined by the parameterK0N .
A critical column density can be defined by the condit
Nc =K−1

0 and corresponds to unit optical depth. Measu
along the radius vector from the sun to the nucleus, the
ical column density is reached at a distance (Rc) from the
nucleus. For a spherically symmetric coma with unifo
outflow velocity (vgas, cm s−1),Rc can be estimated for eac
transition (see DiSanti et al., 2001, for additional details)

(A.3)Rc ∼Q/(4πvgasNc).

For Ikeya–Zhang, we estimate that even the strongest
band lines near 2.9-µm are optically thick only within
few kilometers of the nucleus. Therefore, retrieved flu
for these lines should not be significantly affected by
tical depth, even for nucleus-centered extracts. Lines m
severely affected by optical depth are those within the 0
010 hot-band, for whichRc can be as large as a few hundr
kilometers in the most severe case. For these lines, we d
mine production rates using signal from beyond the optic
thick region of the coma (from off-nucleus extracts beyo
1.5′′), and these lines are not used in the determinatio
rotational temperature.

A.2. The rotational population distribution in the
ground-vibrational level

Since the emitted hot-band lines are optically thin throu
out the coma, the population in a respective excited
vibrational level can be obtained from the measured
intensity by using the appropriate radiative transition pr
ability. The derived populations show evidence of rotatio
equilibrium over the regions where production rates
rotational temperatures are calculated (Fig. 6). In form
Fig. 6, we calculated the pumpingg-factor for the excited ro
vibrational level using measured line strengths. Downw
branching ratios were estimated by adopting the Einst
A for the corresponding (measured) fundamental band.
also assume that the populations in rotational levels of
ground vibrational state are described by a Boltzmann
tribution at a given temperature (Section 4). We now dem
strate that this assumption is likely valid over regions of
coma where production rates and rotational temperature
determined.

Rotational levels in the ground vibrational state are th
malized only if collisions dominate both excitation and d
excitation of a level, i.e., the collisional excitation rate (C)
must exceed the radiative pumping rate and the collisio
de-excitation rate (D) must exceed the radiative decay ra
(Crovisier and Encrenaz, 1983; Crovisier, 1984; Weaver
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Mumma, 1984). Here we need be concerned only with t
sitions among rotational levels of the ground vibratio
state (000).

For an optically thin coma, the radiative pumping r
is given by the product of the stimulated absorption r
(Blug(ν) dν, whereg(ν) dν is the line-shape function) an
the density (ρν ) of the radiation field at the position of th
molecule, integrated over all frequencies (for a radia
field of uniform density (ρo) integral reducesBluρo). If the
coma is optically thick, the local radiative pumping te
is reduced in size and collisions can control excitation
greater nucleocentric distance. Likewise, the emitted ph
does not escape directly but is scattered instead, incre
the average time spent in the excited rotational level by a
tor (Nesc), reducing the effective radiative transition prob
bility, and permitting collisions to control de-excitation ov
a larger zone (Crovisier, 1984; Weaver and Mumma, 19
Bockelée-Morvan, 1987; Xie and Mumma, 1992). For
gions in the coma whereAul > NescD, or Bluρ > C the
assumption of a Boltzmann distribution in the ground vib
tional level may no longer be valid. However, collisions w
electrons may control rotational temperatures in the inter
diate coma (Xie and Mumma, 1992).

The collisional excitation rate can be estimated (
and Mumma, 1992; see also Crovisier and Encrenaz, 1
Crovisier and Le Bourlot, 1983; Weaver and Mumma, 198

(A.4)C = (
1.5× 10−25)Q/r2.

The distance from the nucleus (r) is in km, andQ is
the total gas production rate (molecules s−1). We note that
the estimate forC is highly uncertain largely due to un
certainty in the water-neutral collisional cross-section.
wavelengths smaller than 5-µm, excitation by the direct
lar radiation field dominates other excitation mechanis
by orders of magnitude (Crovisier and Encrenaz, 19
Weaver and Mumma, 1984). Under these conditions
vibrational bandg-factor (gband) is given by Bluρ (s−1)
(Weaver and Mumma, 1984). The strongest H2O vibrational
band (ν3) hasgband= 2.67×10−4 s−1. Solving for Eq. (A.4)
suggests thatBluρ < C remains valid out to at least 104 km
from the nucleus.

The principle of detailed balancing requires that

(A.5)D = C(wl/wu)exp(Eul/kT ).

Wherewu (wl) is the statistical weight of the upper (lowe
level, respectively. Some of the higher energy rotational
els of relevance have largeAul, for example, the 101–10
524–625 line is primarily pumped (∼ 83%) from the 423
ground rotational level, for which the radiative decay r
is Aul = 0.488 s−1 (for 423–312). Eul for 423–312 is about
127 cm−1, while at 140 (100) K the thermal energy is∼ 100
(70) cm−1. The collisional de-excitation rate is thus larg
than the collisional excitation rate by about a factor of 3
in March (April). Evaluating Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) sugge
that within about 900 km (∼ 1.6′′) of the nucleus in March
g

;

and about 550 km (∼ 1.6′′) in April, collisions control the ro-
tational population in this and similar levels. Collisions w
electrons could also thermalize rotational levels; it is e
mated that the collisional excitation rate for electrons w
exceed that of neutrals beyond a few thousand kilome
from the nucleus (Xie and Mumma, 1992).

The foregoing treatment is for rotational transitions t
remain optically thin. However, the coma is optically thi
to at least some of the rotational transitions. For a co
with gas production rate= 2 × 1029 molecules s−1, some
of the low-J rotational transitions are optically thick out
about 104–105 km from the nucleus under certain conditio
(Bockelée-Morvan, 1987). At low inner coma temperatu
(� 50 K), opacity effects for some of the high J transitio
of interest to this study (e.g., 423–312) are likely unimportan
for regions where collisions control the rotational popu
tion (in the optically thin case). However, for inner com
temperatures more relevant to Ikeya–Zhang (∼ 100–140 K),
the populations of the relevant high J levels will incre
significantly. Using Eqs. (A.1)–(A.3) and the rotational li
strength for 423–312, we estimate for an isothermal coma
100 K, optical depth� 1 will be maintained for this tran
sition out to a distance of∼ 1 × 104 km from the nucleus
for the April dates (whereQH2O ∼ 2× 1029 molecules s−1).
For the March dates opacity effects in the rotational tr
sitions will be important out to even larger distances.
note that the coma of Ikeya–Zhang is unlikely to be isoth
mal. Bockelée-Morvan (1987) studied the effect of opa
on rotational lines assuming non-uniform kinetic tempe
tures in the coma. The temperature profile for the com
Ikeya–Zhang is not known, so treatment of opacity effect
a coma with non-uniform temperatures is beyond the sc
of this paper.

At these coma temperatures the values ofNesc are not
known for the transitions relevant for this study, howev
opacity in the rotational transitions is significant well outs
the region of the coma where collisions control the rotatio
population in the optically thin case. The net effect of ro
tional opacity will be an apparent reduction inAul for the
relevant transitions and a significant increase in the dist
from the nucleus where collisions can thermalize rotatio
levels. Beyond a few thousand kilometers, the role of e
tron collisions becomes increasingly important.

Measurements of fluxes (Table 4) and rotational tem
atures based on extracts on and off the nucleus also su
that the rotational levels are efficiently thermalized wit
the region of the coma relevant to this study. Rotational t
peratures derived from extracts 1.5′′–8.5′′ off the nucleus
agree within error to those derived from on nucleus (1′′ ×3′′)
extracts (e.g., off nucleus extracts deriveTrot ∼ 130 and 90 K
with larger error bars than the nucleus-centered extract
UT March 22.0 and April 13.8). There is no evidence fr
these data that the approximation of a Boltzmann distr
tion in the ground vibrational level is invalid over the spa
range of our measurements. If the higher energy levels
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not efficiently thermalized, we expect our derived rotatio
temperatures and production rates to be underestimated

A.3. Uncertainties in pump rates and branching ratios

The branching ratios for individual hot-band lines a
subject to certain systematic errors, especially the 2.9
bands. Values used in the models for the pump rates
brational branching ratios and rotational branching ra
between vibrational levels may have significant uncert
ties. Errors in pump rates or vibrational branching rat
for a particular band would result in systematically high
low derived values for all lines within that hot-band, ho
ever we see no evidence of this (Table 4). We do howe
see possible evidence of errors in rotational branching ra
(Einstein A’s) between vibrational levels, resulting in sy
tematically high or low derived values for individual line
(Table 4, Fig. 6). Such uncertainties are a likely cause
some of the scatter seen in our derived line-by-line prod
tion rates.

A.4. Blending with other emissions

We note that several measured emissions represent b
of several unresolved lines (Table 4, Figs. 1, 2). Althoug
is assumed that all the measured water lines are pure,
possible that some are blended with unknown emission
tures. Indeed, spectra in the 2.9-µm region of other com
in our database contain many lines of unknown origin (De
Russo et al., in preparation). Such blending would ca
derived H2O production rates to be systematically high. P
duction rates derived for the 101–100 (422–523) line are sys-
tematically higher than the mean on all three dates it
measured (Table 4), suggesting that this line is blended
an unknown emission feature.
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